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Session 1- How did the Abbasid Caliphate
defeat a huge slave rebellion?
Main Task Breakdown:
1. Complete the reading for this session below
2. Answer ALL questions in full sentences in your note pad.
3. Complete PEE paragraph using the guidance.

Before we begin, please write down these keywords and their meanings.
Keywords: Slave, Contemporary, Behead
Slave: A person who is owned by someone else
Contemporary: From the same time
(e.g. William the Conqueror was a contemporary of Harold Godwinson)
Behead: To chop someone’s head off

Task 1 Context Reading:
The three main Medieval Caliphates were all so large that they were not
the same in every part. Different things might be happening in Spain
compared to in Arabia, or in North Africa or India.
However, for c. 300 years, they were ruled by just one
person: the caliph. After this, during the Abbasid Caliphate, there were
more local rulers.
All three Caliphates faced rebellions, and all three used violence to crush
these rebellions.
The biggest rebellion was the Zanj Rebellion against the Abbasids, from 869-883 AD. Zanj
people were East African slaves, who were often treated very badly by their Abbasid owners.
Their huge rebellion required a lot of violence to be defeated; the Abbasids only just
managed to maintain their power.
Question to answer in full sentence:
In an empire stretching from Spain to India, will different things be happening in different
parts, all the time?

Date
749 AD

Event
In 749, just before the Umayyads were overthrown by the
Abbasids (which was a successful rebellion!), there was a rebellion
in Egypt. In this rebellion, lots of Bashmurians, who were a type of
Christian called Coptic, rose up against their Umayyad rulers, and
an army had to be sent from Damascus to crush them violently.
Later, in 767 and 830, there were also Bashmurian rebellions
against the Abbasid Caliphate. Again, the Caliphate used violence
to defeat the rebels.

689-694

Both the Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphates captured people in East
Africa and forced them to become slaves. These slaves were called
‘Zanj’, and many of them were taken to work thousands of miles
away in other parts of the Caliphate.
During the Abbasid Caliphate (from 750-1258), there were many
Zanj slaves in what is now Iraq. Most of them worked in people’s
houses, but some were soldiers, and others did very tiring phyical
farm work. All slaves were often treated cruelly, and there were
three big Zanj rebellions. The first, in 689, was not very organised,
and an Umayyad army easily defeated them, and beheaded any
survivors, putting their heads on display as a warning to others not
to rebel. The second Zanj rebellion, in 694, was more organised,
but the Umayyads still crushed it quite quickly.

869-883

However, the 869-883 Zanj Rebellion was much more successful.
The rebels managed to take control of large parts of Iraq, including
the main city of Basra. Slaves and free men from other parts of the
Caliphate joined their rebellion. It took a lot of violence, over 14
years, for the Abbasids to defeat it.
100,000s of people were killed, and both sides used brutal
violence such as beheading their captives (prisoners). In the end,
the Abbasid army, led by the future caliph Abu al-Abbas, used
violence very effectively to trap the Zanj army. Although the
Abbasids did not kill the Zanj who surrendered (gave up), they did
kill the Zanj leader, Ali ibn Muhammad, and stuck his head on a
long spike as a warning to people not to rebel.

Task 2 questions to answer in full sentences:

1) What happened to the Bashmurian rebellions in 749, 767, and 830?

2) Who were the Zanj?
3) What happened in the first two Zanj rebellions?
4) How did the Abbasids use violence during the 869-883 Zanj Rebellion, to maintain their
power?

Task 3 complete PEE paragraph answering the question:

Question: What can we learn from the Abu al-Tabari source about how the Abbasid
Caliphate used violence to maintain their power?

Source: Abu al-Tabari source

“the struggle became more brutal. One of the assistants of the Zanj
leader, and fourteen other Zanj prisoners, were beheaded. Abu al-Abbas
killed a great many of the Zanj men, and beheaded all Zanj prisoners.
The enemy fled in panic. After Abu al-Abbas had attacked them in this
way, the panic among the Zanj increased and many tried to surrender
[give up].”
Guidance:
Success Criteria:
* In your own words, write two things the source says:
The contemporary Abu al-Tabari source says that the Abbasid armies beheaded many Zanj
rebels, including prisoners. The source also says that this violence made the Zanj begin to panic.
* In your own words, explain one thing we can infer:
We can infer that Abu al-Abbas was a strong army leader, because the source describes how to
he killed and captured many rebel slaves.
* Summarise what we can learn from the source about the Abbasid Caliphate’s use of violence to
maintain their power:
Therefore, we can learn from the source that the Abbasids used violence to maintain their
power, for example by very violently forcing the Zanj rebels to surrender.

Session 2- Why did people in Medieval England
believe they must obey their rulers?
Main Task Breakdown:
1. Complete the reading for this session below
2. Answer ALL questions in full sentences in your note pad.
3. Complete PEE paragraph using the guidance.

Before we begin, please write down these keywords and their meanings.
Keywords: Religion, the Church, Roman Catholic
Religion: Belief in a God
The Church: All of the staff and buildings in one of the different Christian groups
Catholic: A group of Christians, led by the Pope

Task 1 Context Reading:
This half-term we’re exploring: ‘How did rulers gain and maintain power in Medieval
England and the Islamic Empire?’ We’ve looked at
how the Normans used violence to gain and maintain
power in Medieval England, and how Medieval
Muslims did in the time of the Prophet Muhammad
and then in the Caliphates.
Today, we’re going to discover that violence was not
the only way to gain power. Religion was another
important way of having control over people.
Religion was so important to people’s lives back then.
Almost everyone in Medieval Europe was a type of
Christian called Catholic. The Romans had spread Christianity across their empire, including
to England. In the year 664, the Anglo-Saxons joined the Catholic Church. This meant that
the leader of Christians in England was now the Pope, who lived in Rome. There were other
types of Christians outside of Europe, such as the Copts in Egypt, whose Bashmurian
rebellions we learned about last lesson, and who we will meet again in a few weeks.
The Catholic Church used religion in different ways to maintain its power in England,
including by persuading people to obey their rulers. This helped Kings and Queens maintain
their power too. Let’s find out more!
Question to answer in full sentence:
What is so powerful about religion and why could some rulers use it to gain power?

Date
664-1534 AD

c. 400-1534

Event
Almost everyone in Medieval Europe, including England, was a
type of Christian called Catholic. The Romans had spread
Christianity across their empire, and in 664, the Anglo-Saxons
joined the Catholic Church. This meant that the leader of
Christians in England was now the Pope, who lived in Rome.
Catholics believed that the Pope was God’s representative on
earth. Catholic Kings and Queens believed that they were chosen
by God too. This gave these rulers power, because most people
accepted them as God’s chosen rulers.
The Christian holy book, the Bible, was written in Latin. Only a
few powerful people in England could read Latin (such as Catholic
priests, and Kings). No ordinary people could read the Bible –
most couldn’t even read English! Church services like the one in
the picture were mostly in Latin too, which ordinary people would
have only understood a bit of, although some parts of the services
were in English.
This meant that the Church could control what people believed
about God. It told them that God wanted them to do things, like
obey (follow) their rulers, and they wouldn’t know if the Bible
actually said this!

1095 - 1534

The Catholic Church was also powerful because it was very rich.
Most people paid 1/10 of their money to the Church, even if they
were very poor. For example, people paid the Church to have their
sins (bad actions) forgiven. The Church also owned a lot of land,
which it could rent to people for more money.
Being rich helped the Catholic Church to keep power. It could
build more enormous churches to amaze people, and to make
people feel even more strongly that their God wanted them to
obey their rulers (such as the Pope, and the King).

Task 2 questions to answer in full sentences:
1)
2)
3)
4)

What religion was everyone in England?
Why did religion give the Pope, and Kings and Queens, power in England?
How did the Latin Bible maintain rulers’ power in England?
How did being rich help the Catholic Church to maintain power in England?

Task 3 complete PEE paragraph answering the question:
Question: How did the Catholic Church use religion to maintain power in Medieval
England?

✓
✓

✓

✓

Success Criteria:
Guidance:
Make
a clear, concise point
Include detailed evidence on
two ways that the Church
was powerful
Really explain how this
allowed the Church to
maintain power?
Does it include the
keywords: Religion, Church,
Roman Catholic ?

Sentence starters:
The Catholic Church used religion to maintain power
in Medieval England by …
For example, …
In addition …
This meant that …

Session 3- Why did Henry VIII take control of
religion in England?

Main Task Breakdown:
1. Complete the reading for this session below
2. Draw a picture and label it with key facts and information for each row of information.
3. Complete a diary entry this should be around half a page.

Before we begin, please write down these keywords and their meanings.
Keywords: Early Modern, Supremacy, Church of England
Early Modern: From 1500-1800
Supremacy: Having the most power
Church of England: The new Church created in England, led by Henry VIII, not the Pope

Task 1 Context Reading:
Last lesson we looked at how the Catholic Church used religion to maintain its own power,
and the power of monarchs (kings and queens). Today we’re going to find out about a time
when a monarch used religion to gain a lot of power,
by setting up their own Church.
We’ll focus on the year 1534. We historians call the
time from 1500-1800 ‘the Early-Modern period’.
Remember: people in the past didn’t see themselves as
Ancient, or Medieval, or Early-Modern, or Modern –
these are names we’ve given them much later. There
were some big changes in the Early-Modern period,
but in 1534 a lot of things were the same as they had
been before 1500.
The king of England from 1509-1547 was Henry VIII.
He fell out with the Pope because the Pope wouldn’t
let him get divorced. In 1534 Henry made a new law
called the Act of Supremacy. It broke England away from the Catholic Church and set up a
new Church called the Church of England. Instead of the Pope being in charge of religion in
England, Henry was now in charge of it. This gained him a lot of power.
Question to answer in full sentence:
Why would Henry VIII having his own church make him more powerful?

Date
c.1527 AD

1534

1536-41

Event
King Henry VIII was married to a woman called Catherine of Aragon for over
20 years, but they didn’t have a son together. Henry needed a son, to be his
heir (successor), and maintain the power of his family, the Tudors. This is
because daughters weren’t usually trusted to be in charge of the country as
Queens.
Henry wanted to marry another woman, Anne Boleyn, as he believed he
would have a son with her, but the Pope refused to give Henry a divorce from
Catherine. Henry hated this power that the Pope had over him, and over how
the Church was run in England.

In 1534, Henry VIII made a new law, the Act of Supremacy. It meant that
England had left the Catholic Church, and set up its own Church: the Church
of England.
Henry made himself the leader of the Church of England. This gave him all
the power over religion in England that the Pope used to have. Henry was
now God’s representative in England.
Another way Henry gained power from religion was money. Henry had spent
most of his money on wars and feasts, but once he was in charge of the
Church of England, he could grab all the wealth that used to belong to the
Catholic Church in England.
Henry took all the money and land from the monasteries (where Catholic
monks lived), earning himself £1.5 million. That’s approximately £1.25 billion
in today’s money! This became known as the Dissolution of the Monasteries.
Money gives you power because you can spend it to get more control or
influence over people. Henry spent most of this money on wars with France
and Scotland, to try and maintain and gain even more power.

TASK 2-Draw a picture for each box on your lined paper to show how Henry used
(or needed to use) religion to gain power. Label the picture with important facts.
You should have 3 separate pictures with labels.

Task 3 complete a diary entry: Pretend you are Henry VIII and explain how leaving the
church gave you more power. Your diary entry should be at least half a page.
✓ Success Criteria:
✓ Write in the first person (I/we), from
Henry’s point of view. Imagine you
are him!
✓ Say why Henry wanted to leave the
Catholic Church
✓ Include dates and specific evidence
✓ Explain how becoming leader of the
new Church of England gave Henry
more power
✓ Include the keywords: Church of
England, Supremacy

Sentence starters:
Dear Diary, …
I wanted England to leave the Catholic Church because …
The Act of Supremacy gave me more power because …

Session 4- How did religion motivate Muslims to
conquer a huge empire?
Main Task Breakdown:
1. Complete the reading for this session below
2. Draw a picture and label it with key facts and information for each row of information.
3. Complete PEE paragraph
4. Complete Microsoft forms quiz

Before we begin, please write down these keywords and their meanings.
Keywords: Umma, Faith, Qu’ran
Umma: All Muslims
Faith: Strong belief in someone or something
Qu’ran: The Muslim holy book

Task 1 Context Reading:
How does a new religion gain power? Usually it needs an inspiring
leader, who people have faith in. The Prophet Muhammad was
spoken to by Allah many times, through the angel Gabriel, and the
messages were written down to make the Qu’ran. All Muslims (the
Umma) followed Prophet
Muhammad because they truly
believed that Allah was guiding
him.
After the Prophet Muhammad
died, most of the Umma saw the
caliphs as his successors, and
followed them. This meant that
religion gave the Prophet Muhammad, and the caliphs,
lots of control and influence over people - power.
Religion also gained power for the Medieval Islamic leaders because Muslims had so much
faith in these leaders that they fought in many wars for them. This created, and then
expanded, the Islamic Empire. For example, the Rashidun Caliphate armies conquered the
mighty Byzantine and Persian empires, which had been around for hundreds of years. This
was partly because the Muslim soldiers were motivated by their strong faith (believing that
they were doing what Allah wanted), but other armies had faith too. The religious power of
the early Muslims was also that their faith united them, and as more and more people
became Muslim, the armies grew stronger.
Question to answer in full sentence: How does this compare to the way Henry VIII
used religion to gain power in Medieval England?

Date

Event

609-632 AD

The Prophet Muhammad was spoken to by Allah many times, and the
messages were written down to make the Qu’ran. All Muslims (the
Umma) followed Prophet Muhammad because they truly believed that
Allah was guiding him.
After the Prophet Muhammad died, most of the Umma saw the caliphs
as his successors, and followed them. This meant that religion gave the
Prophet Muhammad, and the caliphs, lots of control and influence over
people. Many Muslims had so much faith in these Medieval Islamic
leaders that they would fight in wars for them.

632-661
622-1258

The first caliph, Abu Bakr

At first, Muslims under the Prophet Muhammad didn’t use violence.
For 13 years they stayed in Mecca, where they were persecuted (treated
badly) a lot without fighting back. When they went to Medina, they
were persecuted there too. Allah gave the Prophet Muhammad the
message that Muslims can fight to defend themselves, as long as nonsoldiers (like children) were not killed.
The Muslim army led by the Prophet Muhammad defeated its old
enemy, Mecca. The Prophet Muhammad gained power because many
Meccans converted (changed religion) to Islam. As more people became
Muslim, the Muslim armies grew larger and stronger.
After the Prophet Muhammad died in 632, the Caliphates conquered a
huge empire. This Islamic Empire gained power through religion, not
only because its soldiers were full of faith that they were doing what
Allah wanted, but because they were also very united. This meant that
the Muslim armies were able to defeat the powerful armies of the
Byzantine Empire and the Persian Empire, because they were
determined to defeat these non-Muslims and they worked so well
together. As the Islamic Empire grew, it had more people under its
control and influence – therefore it gained power.

Task 2 questions to answer in full sentences:
1) Why did the Prophet Muhammad, and the caliphs after him, have power?
2) Did religion make the first Muslims go to war straight away? Explain your answer.
3) How did religion make Muslim armies larger?
4) How did religion help Muslim armies gain power for the Caliphates?

Task 3 complete PEE paragraph answering the question:

Question: How did early Muslims and the Medieval Caliphates
use religion to gain power?
Guidance:
Success Criteria:
✓ A clear, concise point about how
religion led to power
✓ Two detailed facts to support your
point

Sentence starters:
Early Muslims and the Medieval Caliphates gained
power because …
For example, …
Therefore, [specify who] gained power because ...

✓ Explain how each example made early
Muslims and the Medieval Caliphates
powerful
✓ Include the keywords: Umma, Faith,
Qu’ran

Task 4 complete this Microsoft forms quiz:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2Nuzj
LCTEd7nxlEjXREsplOrrdmVkVUNFFXNkQ3RVQ1QlM0RjI5WVE4QU5GS1k5O
C4u

